My Little Sister Can't Be This Cute Kuroneko & Little Sisters Cat Book

ちびねこ

CHIBINEKO

deeppineapple
A normal carefree day...

For example...  

It's always on days like these that strange things happen...
I saw a familiar-looking cat that had been abandoned.

When I finally resolved to leave her there, she complained in a rather sad way.

She spurned my offers to take care of her...

So I rephrased it as a request for her to come with me, and took her with me.
FOREWORD

HELLO FOR THE FIRST TIME, OR HELLO AGAIN AFTER A LONG TIME.
I’M OBORO HAKUSHA FROM DEEP PINEAPPLE.

I WAS PLANNING ON DOING A BOOK ABOUT KURONEKO FROM OREIMO, BUT IT SOMEHOW EVOLVED INTO A BOOK THAT WAS MORE ABOUT A BLACK CAT...
WELL, IT’S STILL A KURONEKO BOOK, SO I HOPE YOU’LL READ IT ALL THE WAY TO THE END.
What are you talking about!??

Of course we can't!

Keep something like that!??

Eh? What? Little sister cats?!!

Sobomop

Since they're so pitiable and so cute, I guess it can't be helped.
One evening...

Bath time~

there was a rather pointless fearsome scene.

Because the Meruru and Maschera broadcast timings clashed...

Democracy~

FLINCH!

Kyaah!

Meruru~

Just a few photos wouldn't hurt, right!? 
Sniff
Sniff

Kyo

turn

sniff
sniff
wriggle

JOLT
FLUNCH!

roll over
Kuraneko is quite protective of the unpopular Maschera series.

But as she has no income, there is a limit to what she can do.

EH? PRESENT

Thank you for your purchase.
You're being unusually nice.

Haven't I seen a similar scene before?!

Is there something you want?

And that stuff too!!

Sorry...

IT'S BL!

Put more feeling into it?

But I've got school tomorrow.

Huh?

And that look that's begging for help!!

I can't say that I'm into BL!!
Belphegor

Oh, you bought a black cat~

JERK

DING DONG

GO HOME!!

I can't do that...

Eh? Don't go out?
Manami cooked for us.

Hey

Come on, just try it.

Hmph

As expected of you!

Huh!? You'll do some cleaning too, so you want us to leave the room first?

Nom

Wag wag

Crying

Are you done yet?

No no

It's all right to admit that it's delicious...

Waiting Room

Oh, it's more neat...

WHAT IS THIS!?

So many...

SORTED

S&M Glasses Semis
Izzat 'nuff?

Eh!? Flop

Huh? Luci wouldn't say something like that?

Grin

I bought it from one of those special Cosplay shops.
Apologetic...

The little sister cats accidentally dirtied the costume.

It'll be alright...

I'm done playing with you!

Even if you ask me...

What are we gonna do!? The kitties are all sad now.

Secretly

Badump Badump

Don't let such small things bring you down.

Who do you think I am?

I'll just try this.

Who do you think I am? Don't let such

Encore number 94

Is it really all right?
The elder sister cat loves to play alone.

is to act out the role of Luci.

Still, an easy way to get her to forgive us...

But she gets mad when we watch her

WAI!
The little sister cats secretly preparing for a surprise party for their elder sister.

Neko-chan

Meruru

CRASH

The dismayed little sister cats.

You're really generous today.
Oreimo Manga Kuroneko's Story

Oh no!!

Did you oversleep, Ome-san!?

Ah hh hh

How could I oversleep on a day like this!?

How could I!?

It'll be sold out by the time I get there...

Today is the day the Moschero Special DVD box is released!!

And it's all the limited run first editions!?! That's so sad!!!

HEAPS

It's not!?! And there are so many left over!??

Ehhhh!!?
Little Black Cherry

It will fall into the downward spiral that often happens to minor works...

Price is reduced

Customers think the price was reduced because it's boring.

Shop employees get annoyed.

This is bad!!! At this rate...

I have to do something!!

Series discontinued

Super discount

That such a famous work has been marked with the 'Seal of Failure'...

Oh my! I—It has the aura of being an interesting and famous work!

I—I wonder what stylish anime this is?

Awkward

Halting

My marketing!!!

It worked!!!

Dragged into it...

That was quite a touching display...

I guess it can't be helped.

It was just sympathy.
Now to wait for people to become my followers...

Just as expected, I'm awesome!

They're getting the focus of the video all wrong!!

Upload complete...

Ah!! It's ranked #1!!

Hey there little girls. Love the little sisters in the background.

Huh!? What's with all these twisted tags!?

Trimmed video = 591442392

The little sisters are so cute lol!
AFTERWORD

A BIG THANK YOU FOR READING ALL THE WAY UP TO HERE.
I DIDN’T LET KURONEKO SAY ANY LINES AT ALL, AND INSTEAD HAD OTHER PEOPLE SPEAKING FOR HER ALONG THE WAY.
I FELT THAT THAT MADE HER FEEL MORE CAT-LIKE, BUT SHE SOMEHOW ALSO TURNED INTO A MORE LIVELY KURONEKO.
I ALSO WANTED TO INCLUDE HER SHOWING HER LOVE FOR HER LITTLE SISTERS, SO I DREW ALL THREE OF THEM AS LITTLE CATS.

IT WAS A PRETTY STRAIGHTFORWARD OREIMO BOOK, BUT DID YOU LIKE IT?
IT WAS HARDER THAN I HAD EXPECTED TO THINK OF IDEAS FOR COMIC STRIPS BASED ON THIS SUBJECT I HAD CHOSEN, SO IT ACTUALLY TOOK A LONG TIME TO DO THAT...
PERHAPS IT’S DUE TO THE FACT THAT EVEN THOUGH I LIKE CATS, I’VE NEVER ACTUALLY KEPT ANY.
IN RECENT YEARS THERE HAVE BEEN VERY FEW LIGHT NOVELS THAT HAVE HAD CHARACTERS THAT REALLY STAND OUT, SO I HOPE THAT THE ANIMATION STAFF CAN DO A GOOD JOB WITH THE SECOND SEASON AS WELL.

UNTIL NEXT TIME.
奥付
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本誌の無断掲載、複製、複写、サーバーへのアップはご遠慮ください
SO EVEN THE TV SHOW IS OVER FOR NOW... THAT'S RATHER SAD.

REMINDER THAT THE OVAS AND TRUE END ARE COMING SOON!